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ENEROIL BEYOND ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

Eneroil welcomes you to its world of precision, quality and service. A world which has existed for the last
two decades providing excellence in engineering and continuous improvement in quality of products
and processes.
One of the world’s leading cementing products manufacturers, Eneroil has 150,000 square feet of
total manufacturing space. Serving the cause of the global oil and gas industry, manufacturing a wide
range of cementing equipment conforming to API 10 D specifications under licence from the American
Petroleum Institute. Aligning itself with global requirements the company strictly adheres to ISO 9001
systems and procedures. Eneroil is certified and manufactures its products as per Shell Sqair
specifications.
Realizing this into reality is Eneroil arsenal, a team of engineering wizards on site and plant for instant
resolution for any customer concern, be it installation or manufacturing.

Facilitating the customer is a comprehensive stockists/distributer global network ensuring reliability
and convenience.
Eneroil clientele across the world’s most demanding markets is a testimony to its knowledge,
understanding and efficiency...

Eneroil Centralizer Software Programme
Cementing products installation design should be based on individual well conditions and operating
objectives. Eneroil Centralizer Software programme provides optimum deployment (minimum
strategic deployment for maximum output) of cementation products in the well.
The Programme works with actual well data, including well profiles and pipe data to calculate down
hole forces. It then analyses actual Eneroil Centralizer performance
data to determine where to place specific equipment so that a
minimum stand off is maintained throughout the string.
The Programme is sophisticated enough to devise a complete
equipment installation design by taking pay zone area or other
specialized areas into account. While Eneroil Centralizers give perfect
bore performance, the Centralizer Software Programme confirms it
before application.
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SOLID ZINC AND ALUMINIUM ALLOY CENTRALIZERS

S 26
Eneroil manufactures straight and spiral blade solid centralizers. The solid centralizers are made of one
piece high grade corrosion resistant aluminium cast and non sparking metal-zinc alloy. They are high
impact and shock resistant, possess high tensile and yield strengths and are wellhead friendly.
Eneroil straight blade solid centralizers provide
maximum casing/wellbore standoff, the prime
requisite of an excellent primary cement job. This is
irrespective of lateral loads. The straight blades are
self cleaning in nature and designed to enhance flow.
Straight blade solid centralizers can endure steep
temperatures in the wellbore. Friction factor is
minimal, with reduced drag and torque, ensuring
maximum fluid passage.
Eneroil spiral blade solid centralizers provide the
utmost wall contact and fluid swirl. They give
optimum flow area in highly deviated and horizontal
wells. The casing effectively reaches TD due to the
sloping rare ends reducing drag. The slope also
ensures that no balling between the vanes takes
place, as scraping, gouging or digging into the
formation is eliminated.
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NON WELD POSITIVE CENTRALIZERS

S 20
Eneroil non weld positive centralizers are uniquely designed with flat bottom U profile of different
depths. The flat U profile is fitted in self locking retaining
lips for firm and positive hold.
The centralizers significantly reduce frictional drag while
being used in deviated holes. They provide almost 100%
standoff when run inside a cased hole. They are
supplied 1/4”/6mm less than the inside diameter of the
casing or hole size in which the centralizer is to be run.
The non weld design eliminates brittle spots, enhancing
durability. Eneroil non weld positive centralizers are
available in a size range of 4 ½ ” to 20”.
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NON WELD BOW CENTRALIZERS

S 10
Eneroil non weld bow centralizers are high quality, developed to exceed API 10 D specifications for use in
the most demanding conditions.
The non weld bow centralizers combine the highest non
weld centralizer restoring force with the lowest starting
force.
Premium quality bows made of special alloy steel with
uniform hardness provide optimum performance. The
bows with extended profile prevent them from hitting
against casing collars. The bows are available in a range
to accommodate any well profile.
Quality steel and non weld design ensure extra strong grip
while integral hinges folded on the inside are connected
by high strength locking pin for maximum structural
robustness.
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NON WELD CENTRALIZERS

Non Weld Bow Centralizers

for consistent performance.

Eneroil non weld bow centralizers are used to
position the casing in the centre of the wellbore
in vertically deviated as well as horizontal wells.

High restoring force combined with low starting
force is achieved with all 5 bow heights.

The non weld bow centralizers reduce the effect
of channeling by improving cement flow. This
results in a more uniform thickness between the
casing and the wellbore. By reducing the pipe
movement before the cement sets in, the
centralizers are able to minimize gas
channeling. The centralizers provide a semi
rigid casing standoff.
Non weld design features self
locking of lips for holding
bows to end collars. Bows of
special alloy steel are hot
formed and tempered for
optimum strength, resilience
and uniformity. They are then
flattened as per specifications

Their installation on the casing pipe is very
convenient. It requires only the placement of the
two assembled halves on the pipe and inserting
the pin in the end collar hinge.
The centralizer when unassembled makes a
compact package, greatly reducing shipping
cost. Assembly at site is conveniently done,

S 10
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Eneroil offers a wide range of bow heights and
shapes enabling the customer to make an
optimum choice matching their requirements.

NON WELD CENTRALIZERS

Starting Force Test
A new fully assembled centralizer is installed over
four equally spaced hinges (C on the inner pipe (A))
as shown in figure 1. The test assembly is held within
5 degrees of the vertical.
With the centralizer resting
on the edge of the outer
pipe B, load is applied on
the inner pipe to pull the
centralizer into the outer
pipe B. Starting force equals
the maximum force
required to start the
centralizer inside pipe B.
The starting force should be
less than the weight of 40ft.
(12.2mtrs.) of medium
weight casing.

S 10

Fig. 1

Restoring Force Test
Restoring force is the force exerted by a centralizer
against the casing to keep it away from the bore
hole wall. The test is performed with pipe A and
pipe B (Fig. 2) within 5 degrees of the horizontal.
External force is applied to the outer pipe B which is
transferred to the centralizer. Load is then applied
and load deflection readings are recorded for 3
times when the minimum restoring force has been
obtained. Each spring is tested and the final load
deflection curve is prepared using the arithmetic
average of the force readings at corresponding
deflections. Restoring force is determined from this
curve at 67% stand-off ratio. Field experience shows
that stand-off values of 75-90% are adequate even
in horizontal wells.

Fig. 2
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Non Weld Positive Centralizers (S 20)
Available in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, these
centralizers are uniquely designed with flat
bottom U profile of different depths permitting
maximum fluid passage.
Availabe with straight
bows for casing
operations, this device
provides nearly 100%
stand-off (Concentricity)
when run inside a case
hole. The self locking
design ensures firm hold.
Its non-welded structure,
eliminates brittle spots
and enhances durability.

S 29
S
Semi-Rigid Bow Centralizers (S 29)
Available in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, this
device ensures high efficiency in casing jobs on
deviated and horizontal wells. Combining the
features of a standard spring bow and rigid
centralizer, it has bows manufactured from alloy

NON WELD CENTRALIZERS
steel tempered for exact hardness and a nonweld design to eliminate brittle spots. The spring
characteristics of its double crested profile permit
compression to facilitate movement through tight
spots and dog legs.
Compared to other Spring
Bow Centralizers this
device attains higher
stand-off because of its
higher restoring force.

Non-Weld Centralizers with Turbo
Fins (S 30)
Available in the size range
41/2” to 20”, this sturdy
non-weld device induces a
20
S 30
spiral flow pattern in the
slurry thereby increasing displacement efficiency.
Fitted with specially designed multi-direction
turbo fins made of alloy steel in annealed state
this device improves the cleaning action of drilling
fluids, distributes the cement slurry into wellbore
irregularities and minimizes channeling.
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WELDED CENTRALIZERS

Welded straight blade centralizers
(S 11)
Eneroil welded straight blade centralizers are
high quality welded product which meet or
exceed API 10 D specifications. The
centralizers have bow springs strongly
welded to the end collars under required
temperature conditions with
correct grade electrode.
Integral hinges folded on
the inside stay intact even
under extreme stress. The
end collars are available in
latch-on design with high
strength steel locking pin
for maximum structural
toughness. With a choice of
six different bow heights
the right combination for
casing/open hole
configuration can be
achieved.

force which provides optimum standoff and low
moving force to minimize drag. They meet or
exceed API 10D specifications.
The centralizers allow free rotation of the pipe for
maximum displacement efficiency. The
stop collar between the end collars
minimises moving forces while
reciprocating. The sizes available are 4
½ ” x 6” and 7” x 81/2”.

Spiraslider (S 36)
Eneroil Spiraslider, is
designed specifically for
highly deviated or
horizontal wells. The
steel construction
ensures extra strength
and superior toughness.

S 35

Rotating Centralizers (S 35)
Eneroil rotating centralizers can be used with a
rotating liner in highly deviated well conditions.
The centralizers have high restoring

The design of the blades
provide minimum friction
S 36
S 11
reducing drag forces
while running in the pipe.
The Spirasliders are available in spiral and
straight blades which resist high side loads. While
giving maximum standoff the blades create
vortex flow to optimize mud displacement. The
centralizers are available in 4½ ” to 13 3/8”.
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Eneroil Straight Blade Solid
Centralizers (S 26)
Eneroil straight blade solid centralizers provide
the right features for getting a good primary
cementing job with maximum casing/ wellbore
stand off. Eneroil straight blade solid
centralizeers are constructed
of one piece high strength
corrosion resistant cast
aluminium and also nonsparking zinc alloy. Eneroil
straight blade solid
centralizers provide ultimate
drag and torque reduction
with maximum fluid bypass.
With low friction factor
Eneroil straight blade solid
centralizers withstand high
wellbore temperatures while
providing maximum
horizontal standoff.
S 26
Eneroil centralizers are wellhead friendly and
have high impact with shock resistance, along
with optimum tensile and yield strength.

Eneroil Spiral Blade Solid
Centralizers (S 27)
Eneroil Spiral Blade Solid Centralizers were

SOLID ZINC AND ALUMINIUM ALLOY CENTRALIZERS
developed in response to the need for better
cementing in highly deviated and horizontal
wells. Eneroil Spiral Blade Solid Centralizers are
designed to provide optimum flow area. The 360
degrees overlapping solid vane provide
maximum wall contact and fluid swirl. Reduced
flow area between the
spiral blades produces a
vortex motion of the
fluids for more fluid
velocity with direction.
Eneroil Spiral blade Solid
Centralizer is made of
high strength corrosion
resistant cast aluminium
and also non-sparking
zinc alloy. The 300 slope
of the vane end reduce
drag and aids the casing
S 27
in reaching TD. This
gentle flow from the body to the height of the
vane will eliminate scraping, gouging or digging
into the formation and consequently reduce
balling between the vanes. Eneroil Spiral Blade
Solid Centralizer has high impact and shock
resistance combined with tensile and yield
strength as well as resists corrosion.
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STOP COLLARS

Hinged Bolted Stop Collars (S 60)
An economical collar suitable for subcritical annular tolerances. Available
in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, it has a cross bolt design which makes it
an efficient and user friendly device.

Hinged Spiral Nail Stop Collars (S 61)
Available in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, this device can be used in both
upset and non-upset casing to provide maximum clearance during rotation.
It has a groove in the middle into which a spiral nail can be driven for
improved grip on the casing. The broader band firmly grips the collar into
position around the casing.

Hinged Spiral Nail Stop Collars (S 62)
Availabe in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, this device can be used in both upset
and non-upset casing to provide maximum clearance during rotation. It has a
groove in the middle into which a spiral nail can be driven for improved grip
on the casing.

Stop Collars with Set Screw (S 63)
Availabe in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, this device has a high cost-utility
ratio. This hinged collar with a row of set screws positions easily and firmly
around the casing.

Slip-on Stop Collars with Set Screws (S 64)
This slip-on set screw device is recommended for small hole operations.
Available in size range 3 ½” to 20” and is gripped by a row of screws, this is a
heavy duty device.
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CEMENT ACCESSORIES

Wire Bristle Scratcher (S 70)
Consists of a hinged collar radiating into bristles.
Each bristle is made of hardened & tempered
wire with two scratching elements. Available in
the size range 4 ½ ” to 20” these scratchers
improve the cement bond between the casing and
porous formations while reinforcing the cement
column.

Wellbore Wipers (S 80)
Consisting of loop wire cables of tempered steel
laced into a collar, these wipers clean the well
bore efficiently by permitting removed filter cake
to pass, thereby providing excellent
reinforcement to the cement column especially
under close spacing.
Available in size range 4 ½ ” to 20”.

Cement Baskets (S 90)
Available in the size range 4 ½ ” to 20”, this device consists of
flexible steel spring bows welded to slip-on collars. Bows are
hardened and tempered for maximum strength and uniformity.
It is run on casing or liners above weak or porous formations
to provide protection from hydrostatic pressure generated by
the cement column. Its overlapping metal fins provide flexibility
and fluid passage while maintaining optimum support
characteristics.
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